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	Name: Fen
	Player: 
	Att_Awareness: 5
	Att_Coordination: 2
	Att_Ingenuity: 5
	Att_Presence: 3
	Att_Resolve: 6
	Att_Strength: 2
	Skill_Athletics: 0
	Skill_Convince: 0
	Skill_Craft: 2
	Skill_Fighting: 0
	Skill_Knowledge: 2
	Skill_Marksman: 0
	Skill_Medicine: 6
	Skill_Science: 3
	Skill_Subterfuge: 3
	Skill_Survival: 1
	Skill_Technology: 0
	Skill_Transport: 0
	Appearance: A slim woman cloaked with robes of the Sisterhood of Karn, Fen's full face is rarely seen but a wry smile and distracted look often peaks out. 
	PersonalGoal: Ensure the Doctor dies on Karn as prophesied 
	Personality: Disjointed and somewhat distracted as she involuntarily sifts the possible futures, Fen is a curious and detached woman whose iron will shows through in moments of crisis.  She seems sad and burdened with this knowledge, except when she fixes a memory in a piece of woodwork shutting out the futures' voices. 
	Background: The Sisterhood of Karn saw the future after the Doctor defeated Morbius.  They knew one of their own was needed to the guide the Doctor ... back to his death on Karn to ensure the end of the Time War. 
	Traits: Initiate of the Sisterhood of KarnPrecognitionHypnosis (Minor)ForgetfulSlow Reflexes - MinorOutsider
	Equipment: Sisterhood robes, woodworking tools
	StoryPoints: 8
	HomeTechLevel: 7
	Notes: Initiate of the Sisterhood of Karn Psychic Training Psychic Telepathic Immortal: Unaging Major Obligation to the Sisterhood - Protect the Sacred Flame Science Area of Expertise - Biology 
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